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Currently, the development of complex automated pro' 
duction stations wi!! almost be impossible without the 
use of computer aided simulation. 50 as to increase the 
reliability of such simulations, the simulation models 
must depict the reality as much as possible. Including 

the physical properties 01 the elements in the models 
allows for an increase in realism 01 the simulation. One 
01 the aspects in this field is the pneumatic behavior 01 
pneumatic drives. Using physics based simulation ap

proaches of the video game industry, a real-t ime assem
bly station simulation for the virtual commissioning con

sidering the pneumatic behal/ior of the pneumatic drive 
was del/eloped. This paper presents how the underlying 
model \'Ias developed and the extent to which different 

simulation lactors have an inlluence on the pneumatic 

behavior. 
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Simulation in industrial enl/ironments has been recog
nized as a valuable approach fOf capturing the differ

ent characteristics and complexity 01 the dynamics in 

industrial processes. However, there is a clear need lor 
spreading the use of simulation tools in manufacturing 
companies and for simplilying the simulation model

ling processo In lact this process is sUII highly demand
ing in terms 01 the specilic skills 01 the modellers and 
in terms of the time needed to develop models that are 
elfectively useful in actual manufacturing systems. lhe 

slow mOdelling process olten precludes the use 01 simu
lation for lacing the operational problems that rise in 
the day-to-day operaUons. lhis paper presents a briel 

overview of the use of simulation tools in manulactur
ing, and locus on the development 01 an innovative 
simulation framework based on libraries 01 components 
and modules. lhis Iramework \ViII contribute lor reduc

ing the learning curve in del/eloping simulation models 
lor manulacturing and logistics systems. lhe require

ments and advantages of this novel modular modelling 
approach are presented and discussed in the context of 

a case study that uses the SIMIO software for simulating 
the production and logistics systems 01 a generic loot

\'Iear manufacturing system in Portugal. 
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A laser scanner is a popular sensor widely used in in

dustry and mobile robots applications that measures 
the distance to the sensor on a si ice of the plan. At the 

same time, simulation has becoming more and more 
used in industries and academia since it presents sever
ai advantages.lt takes the building and rebuilding phase 

out 01 the loop by using the modeJ already created in 
the design phase. Further, simulation time on testing is 
cheaper and laster than perlorming the multiple tests 

01 the design each time. Besides. it is easier to measure 
some variables in simulation than in real scenarios. In 
this paper. a laser scanner sensor is modeUed and im

pJemented in a developed simuJator that already has 
severaJ other sensors and actuators models. lhe pre
sented simulation reflects the laser model properties 

such as target colour dependences, noise, limits, time 
constraints and target angle lunctions. As a case study, 
the same scenar io is assembled with real components 

on a conveyor belt and in simulation. Results from both 
approaches are compared and validate the proposed 
model methodology. As an example, a 3D object rec

ognition task is addressed highlighting the developed 
realistic mode!. Further industrial and R&D implementa
tions based on this sensor could be stressed in simula
tion belore implementation. 
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lhe current fierce competition within the manulac

turing industry throughout the world is a result of 
globalisation and dynamic changes in the market. 

lhis new era within the production world requires 
shorter lead times, integrated logistics, capabili ties 

regarding handling changes in product volumes and 
variety, as well as conformity to environmental ruJes 
and regulations Jegislated by governments and or

gan izations. Apparently, the mu ltitude of variables 
needed to solve problems complicates the decision
making processo Jn arder to provide solutions lar com

plex problem solving within production development 
which include many variables and a certa in amount 
01 uncertainty there is a need for robust decision 
making tools. Discrete-event simulation (DES) is one 

of the virtual tools that can be used as a support for 
decision-making for production reJated problems. lhe 

current paper addresses chalJenges which cause 10\'1 
utilization 01 DES in industry afong with a Iramework 
lar handling those chalJenges and perlorming DES 

projects in an effective and efficient way. 
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